Abstract-We study the demand-response potential from large numbers of appliances which have to maintain some temperature within a fixed range through the ON/OFF functioning of a temperature modifier. Based on a mathematical model, we propose methods to coordinate appliances to offer a global energy demand reduction over an imposed duration while still satisfying the appliances' temperature constraints, and with limited communication overhead. The maximum power reduction that can be attained is expressed mathematically, as a function of the appliances' specificities and the reduction duration asked by the grid.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE TRANSITION toward the Smart Grid paradigm is driven by several forces, including the limited capacities of current grids [1] , the raise and evolution of electricity demand (e.g., from electric vehicles [2] ), and environmental as well as economic considerations leading to a strong development of renewable energy sources. Power systems will largely rely on information and communication technologies to optimize and coordinate the production, transmission, distribution, and consumption of electricity, to improve their efficiency and reliability [3] , [4] .
Among the new important aspects of the Smart Grid is the increasing need for flexibility at the consumption side: with the constraints imposed by renewable energy production (intermittence, uncontrollability, and only partial predictability) and the difficulties for storing electricity (costs and limited efficiency), an interesting direction to maintain the production/consumption balance is to affect demand based on the grid conditions. This is the demand response (DR) approach [5] , [6] , which can consist in shifting demand in time, or in rewarding users who accept to adapt their consumption when asked to. Demand reduction requests are issued by utilities or by market managers (which will be indifferently called "the grid" thereafter), either directly to customers, or more likely to aggregators, which are new entities in the electricity market behaving like brokers between several users and the utility operator. Aggregators contract with several consumers with flexibility potential, and coordinate them to offer significant-scale flexibility offers [7] . Traditionally, demand response is applied in the grid, but with few large consumers, with whom it is simpler to establish contracts for flexibility services. In contrast, current research aims at leveraging the DR potential of smaller but numerous consumers like individual households. This raises several communication and computational issues [8] . In this paper, we also apply DR with many small consumers, but for a specific set of electricity-consuming appliances such as fridges, A/C systems, or water heaters. Such appliances exist in very large numbers, so that if coordinated they can offer significant DR services to the grid. But we cannot turn them off for an undetermined duration: their temperature has to remain within a predefined range. Finally, note that the flexibility market is generally associated with incentives. Here we focus on the amount of flexibility that an aggregator can offer given the number of appliances it controls. That number (made of individual actors) depends on incentives, which can be monetary and/or based on socio-psychological considerations (e.g., highlighting the "environment-friendliness" of the appliance and hence its owner): such considerations are left for future work, since they involve many additional assumptions to be made, on the flexibility market, on the structure of the aggregator market, and on user preferences.
In this paper, we present a simple mathematical model and its analysis to coordinate such appliances in order to offer a global energy demand reduction for a given duration while still satisfying the temperature constraints. In practice, the grid would request a power reduction for a given duration, and an aggregator controlling a large number of those appliances could respond by coordinating these appliances using our schemes. We provide mathematical expressions for the consumption reduction potential of those appliances, based on the appliance characteristics and the asked reduction duration.
A. Related Work
Several researcher works have investigated related questions: [9] considers DR from refrigerators, by changing the temperature thresholds driving the ON-OFF behavior of the temperature modifier based on the grid needs. Here, we keep the same temperature range over time, but just ask some appliances in ON state to switch to OFF at a specified instant, and then return to their nominal behavior. This is the approach taken in [10] and [11] : the necessary communications are described in [11] and a numerical study of the flexibility potential is provided in [10] . Angeli and Kountouriotis [12] assume a randomized individual appliance behavior to avoid synchronization among appliances; we think it is more realistic to keep an hysteresis-based model, and assume that desynchronization will occur slowly over time but will be sufficient if grid requests are unfrequent. Temperature-modifying appliances are also modeled in [13] , but the focus is on the user side, i.e., on maximizing user utility based on usage, electricity prices, and sensitivity to the attained temperature. In this paper the focus is on the load shifting of those appliances, in a way that is transparent to users (the temperature stays within the predefined range). The work closest to our is [14] , where consumption reduction is also attained by affecting the behavior of temperature-constrained appliances, but the request is known in advance so that appliances can "prepare" for it. We use the same appliance model, but consider unanticipated reduction requests, and focus on expressing the maximal reduction potential of a group of appliances while this potential is not computed in [14] .
B. Contributions and Paper Organization
All the mentioned works are based on experiments, simulations, or numerical analyses. Here we prove analytical results; to the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper providing mathematical expressions for the demandresponse potential of large numbers of temperature-constrained appliances.
The advantage of our proposition is that the communication overhead remains very small, a desirable feature in IoT: only one message is broadcast by the aggregator to the appliances, upon the aggregator receiving a request from the grid. Furthermore, we provide several methods for implementing a power reduction, depending on the grid needs. (i) If the duration and amplitude of the asked power reduction are limited, a basic mechanism is sufficient; (ii) a more elaborate mechanism can be implemented for longer and/or bigger requests. Possibly, there is still some room for further optimization but (iii) we compute an upper bound for the flexibility service that can be satisfied with those appliances, and show how our two simple proposals perform with respect to it.
Finally, while all our results are derived for consumption reduction requests, they can be transposed to providing consumption increases, a service for which requests are more rare, but occur in practice [15] and may occur more frequently due to the increase of off-peak production from renewable energy sources (e.g., wind farms at night).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the mathematical model for the appliance behavior, and the format of reduction requests issued by the grid. An upper bound for the relative average-power reduction over a given duration is computed in Section III, ignoring constraints on the reduction shape over time. To respect the constraint of constant power reduction, a simple mechanism is presented and analyzed in Section IV, and is further improved in Section V to get closer to the upper bound. Section VII concludes the paper, offering some research perspectives.
II. MATHEMATICAL MODEL

A. Appliance Behavior
We consider appliances that maintain some temperature within a fixed range [T min , T max ] of size := T max − T min , through the ON/OFF functioning of a temperature modifier which consumes some power P when ON and no power otherwise. Hence our results apply to heating or AC systems, fridges/freezers, water heaters, etc. In the figures displaying temperatures, cooling appliances are considered, but the model is generic, and all our mathematical formulations are agnostic to the type of appliance (heating or cooling).
The model we consider for the evolution of temperature with time is taken from [11] , [12] , and [14] . When the temperature modifier is ON, we assume the temperature varies (increases for a heating appliance and decreases for a cooling appliance) with constant speed v (degrees per time unit); otherwise it drifts in the opposite direction with constant speed w. Finally, that temperature modifier is only turned ON when necessary, i.e., for a heating (resp., cooling) appliance, when the temperature has drifted to the lower (resp., upper) limit of the interval [T min , T max ]. It then remains on use until the upper (resp., lower) limit of that interval is reached.
In this paper, we assume that all appliances have the exact same characteristics. This is actually without loss of generality, since we can aggregate several appliance categories (including, mixing cooling and heating appliances) as we will see in Section VI-E, applying our analysis separately for each one.
Summarizing, we have the following assumption: Assumption 1 (Individual Nominal Appliance Behavior): Without reduction requests, each appliance functions through cycles of total duration (1/v + 1/w), during which the temperature modifier is ON and consumes some power P for /v time units, and consumes no energy for /w.
Note that for simplicity, we ignore here some possible extra consumption costs upon launching the engine; incorporating this into the model, as well as more complex consumption patterns over a cycle, is left for future work.
B. Desynchronization Among Appliances
We make the reasonable assumption that appliances are desynchronized, i.e., the points where they are in their cycles are uncorrelated. Assuming a large number of appliances, which we thereafter treat as a continuum, we end up with a uniform distribution of appliance positions (with respect to the cycle origin) over the cycle duration (1/v + 1/w).
Note that the reduction requests issued by the grid will affect the appliances and destroy this uniform distribution. But in practice, reduction requests occur rarely with respect to the cycle duration, so we can consider that small variations among appliance cycles (due to external causes such as user actions), lead back to a steady-state desynchronized situation between two consecutive requests. Also, introducing some randomization in the appliance behavior between requests can speed up the desynchronization [12] . The resulting assumption is summarized below.
Assumption 2: When a demand reduction request is issued, all appliances are desynchronized: among appliances, the time y since the beginning of the cycle is uniformly distributed over the interval [0,
That steady-state situation is illustrated in Figure 1 , showing the evolution of ON/OFF states of appliances over time.
In the desynchronized steady-state, the proportion of appliances in ON state (and consuming P) always equals
Hence, denoting by N the number of appliances (assumed large), the aggregated consumption is constant and equals
C. Consumption Reduction Requests
When the grid needs a reduction in the aggregated consumption, it sends a request to the aggregator, which will then coordinate the appliances spread over the territory. There are two main components in a reduction request:
• the duration over which the reduction should take place, that we will denote by t; • the amplitude of the reduction, that is, the power reduction (in watts) over that duration. To determine whether the aggregator can satisfy such a request, we compute, for each possible duration, the maximum amplitude that can be offered. If the result exceeds the asked amplitude, the answer is positive.
Since the absolute amplitude value is proportional to the number of appliances responding to the aggregator, we rather reason in relative values. We take as the reference value the consumption P tot at the steady-state, expressed in (1), since this is the maximum possible reduction. Hence in the following, an amplitude reduction R(t) over a period t means that the average power reduction equals R(t)P tot = R(t) × NP w v+w . Note that there can be other considerations in a reduction request. In particular, a demand reduction often consists in shifting demand in time, and therefore leads to a demand increase after the reduction period. This phenomenon is usually called the rebound effect, and can exceed the reduction offered (this is not the case with our model). In this paper, we do not analyze what happens after the end of the reduction period: we assume that the consumption peak is over and that the grid can cope with the possible extra consumption resulting from the reduction. However, with our model that rebound effect is easy to compute numerically.
It is also natural to assume that the grid expects a constant power reduction over the requested duration; we relax that assumption in the next section to compute an upper bound of the reduction amplitude, but include it in the other sections.
III. UPPER BOUND FOR THE CONSUMPTION REDUCTION
In this section, we assume that the system aims at maximizing the aggregated energy (or equivalently, the average power) saved over the reduction duration t. This will provide us with an upper bound for the reduction amplitude the aggregator can provide to the grid.
Proposition 1: Over a duration t, the relative reduced power with respect to the stationary consumption cannot exceed
Proof: An optimal mechanism to minimize the total energy saved is simple: just turn off the temperature-modifier upon receiving the request, let the temperature drift until the (upper for a cooling appliance, lower for a heating appliance) limit, and perform very short ON-OFF stages just to maintain that limit temperature. In that second phase the proportion of time in ON stage should equal With our mechanism, the time before reaching the temperature limit is δ T /w: an appliance does not consume energy during that time, and then consumes a power P w v+w until the end of the reduction period. Hence a total consumed energy P w
Using the uniform distribution for δ t , the expected energy E min consumed per appliance over t is
In the last expression for E min , the first term tP w v+w is the average consumed energy per appliance in the steady-state regime over a duration t, hence the relative reduction is one minus the second term, giving the proposition.
IV. INDIVRED: A SIMPLE MECHANISM WITH CONSTANT POWER REDUCTION
From now on, we look for a way to offer a constant power reduction over the duration t requested by the grid, a constraint ignored when computing the bound in Proposition 1.
In this section, we take the most simple approach, when there is no real coordination among appliances: the aggregator just mobilizes each appliance that can individually offer a reduction over the duration t. We will call IndivRed the corresponding mechanism. To compute the possible (relative) reduction amplitude with such a mechanism, in what follows we express the proportion of such appliances.
A. Relying on Individual Duration-t Reductions
Given a duration t, we investigate here the conditions under which an individual appliance can offer a constant consumption reduction over t. The reduction being with respect to the no-request situation, we take that situation as our reference. Figure 2 illustrates what an appliance can offer, depending on its position in its cycle upon receiving the request (i.e., the time y since its temperature modifier was last switched OFF). As stated previously, y is in the interval [0, /v + /w], and the appliance is ON if and only if y ∈ [ /w, /v + /w] (see Figure 1 at time 0). To offer a constant reduction over t, an appliance must satisfy two conditions: 1) without the request it would have been ON during t; 2) it can afford to be OFF instead during t, without its temperature exiting the allowed range [T min , T max ].
B. How Much Can We Reduce During t With IndivRed?
The conditions above are illustrated in Figure 2 , where we display the evolution of the temperature with time in several cases: (i) if there is no request (solid line) and (ii) if the appliance stops its temperature-modifier when at position y in its cycle (two different values of y are shown).
Let us consider an appliance switching to OFF state. The consumption reduction is null if y ≤ /w (the appliance is already in OFF state), and otherwise it ends when:
• The temperature reaches the limit temperature and the system has to be turned ON again (Case 1 in Figure 2 ), i.e., after
• Or the normal cycle (without reduction) would have ended and the cooling system would have turned off (Case 2 in Figure 2 ), which occurs after v + w − y. Summarizing, the reduction duration t red is then
Consider an appliance with y > /w. From (3), the maximum reduction duration equals t max red := v+w . The reduction duration that a position-y appliance can individually offer is plotted in Figure 3 , with the range of appliances able to reduce during at least t. In the steadystate situation the proportion of appliances that can provide a reduction duration above t is (see Figure 3) w v+w [ Fig. 2 . Two examples of consumption reduction for a cooling appliance. The solid line represents the evolution of the temperature without any reduction request; and the dashed lines the temperature evolution if a request comes when the appliance is at position y 1 or y 2 of its cycle. In the latter case it stops consuming upon receiving, until the temperature hits T max . Instantaneous consumptions and the reduction duration t red are displayed at the bottom. Fig. 3 . Duration of the possible consumption reduction for an appliance versus appliance cycle position y upon receiving the request. The horizontal arrow identifies appliances that can provide a reduction during at least t.
C. Implementing IndivRed in Practice
Consider that the grid issues a request for a reduction of amplitude A over a duration t. The aggregator can then directly use Proposition 2 to know whether it can satisfy the request using IndivRed: indeed it knows the number N of appliances, thus over t it can offer a reduction amplitude of is the ratio between the amplitude asked and the maximum possible amplitude. Of course other solutions are possible: we do not develop them here since we focus on providing the largest amplitudes.
D. Aftermath of an IndivRed Reduction Request
We investigate here what happens just after a reduction request is satisfied. For sake of clarity, we take the first approach (case a) of the previous subsection to satisfy a request: all appliances that can offer a reduction of duration at least t stop their temperature-modifying engine, whether that duration is the one asked or a strictly larger duration. Hence this is equivalent to offering a maximum reduction with IndivRed for a duration t (again, even if the actual duration asked is below t). Note however that the second approach (case b) could also be considered without major difficulty.
In what follows, we study the operation of each appliance as a function of both y (the appliance situation in its cycle upon receiving the reduction request) and x (the time since the request was received). As illustrated in Figure 3 , all appliances with y in [ w + t w v , v + w − t] would be turned OFF. After this unique reaction to the request, appliances follow their usual functioning algorithm, i.e., remain OFF until the temperature hits the limit and then switch to ON, as shown in Figure 2 . This behavior is the simplest possible, and leads to a modified ON-OFF pattern and a new consumption curve, illustrated in Figure 4 . By design, we have a constant consumption during t, corresponding to the requested reduction. Then consumption increases linearly and reaches the steady-state consumption some time v+w after the request; we then enter a rebound phase where consumption exceeds the steady-state one.
In the next section, we exploit that behavior to extend the scheme so as to offer larger-or longer-reductions.
V. COORDRED: EXTENDING THE REDUCTION BY COORDINATING APPLIANCES
The IndivRed mechanism relies on appliances individually performing a duration-t consumption reduction. We now suggest to coordinate appliances so that some reduce their consumption after the start of the reduction, in order to compensate for the limited reduction durations of others. Like for IndivRed, the reduction can be triggered by one broadcast message, but not all appliances react to it at the same time.
A. Principle
The idea is to start like in IndivRed, but to additionally have new appliances contribute when those initially providing the reduction stop reducing. In Figure 4 this occurs after t, but CoordRed will allow to provide longer reductions. Hence we will denote byt 1 (resp.,t 2 ) the time when the first appliances stop reducing because switching back to ON (resp, because they would have switched to OFF without the request). We still use t to denote the total reduction duration.
The functioning of CoordRed is depicted in Figure 5 as time x evolves: we start with a reduction as with IndivRed, relying on a first batch of appliances. After some timet = min(t 1 ,t 2 ), some appliances begin to stop reducing. The overall consumption then increases at a piecewise-constant speed s(x) := NP(1l {x≥t 1 } + w v 1l {x≥t 2 } ), with 1l {} the indicator function. The addition of CoordRed to IndivRed is to involve a second batch of appliances, entering the reduction gradually from timet, exactly at the speed s(x): doing so, the extra reduction compensates the consumption increase.
The first batch involves appliances with cycle positions in the interval [y 1 , y 2 ] as shown in Figure 5 , with a constant reduction until timet. From that instant, appliances from the second batch enter progressively, at "speed" s(x): for that we gradually solicit appliances, choosing them depending on their cycle position (upon emission of the request, and modulo /v+ /w): we start with those just below y 1 and go on with decreasing values of cycle positions, as illustrated in Figure 5 . 
B. Reduction Potential With CoordRed
The following proposition quantifies how much reduction can be offered for a given reduction duration t.
Proposition 3: Over a duration t, the CoordRed mechanism allows a relative power reduction of
Proof: The reduction duration t is imposed, but not the times t 1 andt 2 determining the contributors of the first batch. Those values directly give y 1 and y 2 displayed in Figure 5 :
and thus the relative reduction amplitude R = 1 − wt 1 +vt 2 . Hence to maximize the reduction amplitude, one has to minimize w vt 1 +t 2 . Butt 1 andt 2 also have to satisfy the following constraints:
Relation (7) comes from the fact that the reduction request is not anticipated. The first solicited machines of the second batch must remain OFF until time t: as illustrated in Figure 5 those machines start participating at time min(t 1 ,t 2 ) and have (12)- (15), whose limit line is labelled with the corresponding equation; the thin dashed lines are equipotential curves and the thick dashed line is for constraint (16) (parallel to the equipotential curves).
If not constrained by (16) , the optimum is the point p 2 , otherwise any feasible point on the dashed line corresponding to (16) is optimal.
been charging for y 1 − w + min(t 1 ,t 2 ) = w vt 1 + min(t 1 ,t 2 ), they can therefore stay OFF during v w times that duration. The result must exceed t − min(t 1 ,t 2 ), giving (8) . Inequality (9) means that all machines in the second batch must be ON when requested to contribute: this translates into y 4 ≥ w − t with y 4 shown in Figure 5 such that (9) . Finally, (10) guarantees that the two batches are separated, i.e., y 4 ≥ y 2 − v − w .
To simplify notations, let us introduce r := w v , a 1 :=˜t 1 t , a 2 :=˜t 2 t and z := wt . Splitting (8) into two inequalities, the relative reduction maximization is equivalent to a linear minimization problem:
Note that we ignore the constraintt 1 ≥ 0: it is ensured by (13) . We treat (16) separately since it directly involves the objective value, stating that this objective cannot be below 1+r−z 2 . Also, it is the only constraint involving z. All constraints, and some equipotential curves, are shown in Figure 6 .
The figure suggests that the constraint (15) is redundant. It is actually the case, since the slope of the corresponding line is strictly below the slope for (14) (−2x versus −1 1+1/x ), and we can check analytically that both lines intersect at the limit imposed by (13) , i.e., at the point p 2 with a 1 = a 2 = r 1+2r . Also note that the slope for (14) always exceeds the one of the iso-objective value curves. As a result, p 2 is optimal if and only if it does not violate (16) , that is, if and only if (after some algebra)
If (17) is violated, any feasible point on the limit line determined by (16) is optimal and leads to the same reduction amplitude. But since that amplitude a 2 ) , we can check that no positive reduction can be offered in that case (the reduction is exactly 0 in case of equality in (17)). Summarizing, the best possible reduction-in terms of the model parameters-is
Comparing with Proposition 2, we remark that CoordRed allows longer and larger reductions than IndivRed.
C. Implementing CoordRed From a Single Broadcast Message
As for IndivRed, we can implement CoordRed by broadcasting a single message to all appliances. To obtain a maximumamplitude reduction the manager simply sends the request duration t: each appliance then computest 1 =t 2 = w v+2w t, then y 1 and y 2 from (6) This method would provide the maximum CoordRed reduction amplitude possible, which we can denote by A. But as with IndivRed, smaller amplitudes A < A can also be offered simply by having each appliance obey the message with probability A /A and ignore it otherwise. That probability would then be added to the broadcasted message.
VI. DISCUSSION
We discuss here the applicability of our schemes, their performance, and some variants and directions for future work.
A. Applicability of the Reduction Schemes
The mechanisms IndivRed and CoordRed are both very simple, involving a simple calculation and at most one action from each appliance (turn OFF at a specific instant).
Moreover, in terms of communications our mechanisms are extremely lightweight: a reduction request (which should occur quite rarely) only involves the broadcast of one single message, containing very little information. As we saw, sending the reduction duration is sufficient to get the maximum amplitude, and one can possibly add a "probability to participate" field to provide smaller amplitudes.
Hence we think both mechanisms are quite easily implementable in the context of the Internet of Things, even with very limited computational and communication capabilities.
B. Possible Reductions With IndivRed and CoordRed
We compare here the performance results of Propositions 1, 2, and 3, in terms of the maximum reduction that can be offered over some duration t. That reduction (in proportion of the average consumption) is plotted in Figure 7 .
We observe that CoordRed offers a considerable improvement with respect to IndivRed, for t ≤ restrictive (it can be lower than the usual OFF duration /w when v is large). But in all cases, the maximum duration and the maximum amplitude are higher with CoordRed.
C. Managing Several Types of Appliances
Our model assumes all appliances are identical, with the same consumed power in ON state, the same temperature limits, and the same heating and cooling speeds. In practice, we can also use our schemes to leverage the reduction potential of an heterogeneous set of appliances, with different parameters.
Consider K different types of appliances, characterized by type-specific parameters. The maximum amplitude for a duration-t reduction is simply
with A k the reduction amplitude from type-k appliances, which can be computed using Propositions 2 and 3, and triggered by a type-specific broadcast message. Hence the price to pay for appliance heterogeneity is in terms of the number of broadcast messages.
Note that the simulation results shown in Figure 4 suggest that we do not need extremely large numbers of appliances of each type to obtain reliable results in terms of reduction (1000 appliances already exhibit a very close-to-theory aggregate behavior).
D. Mechanism Variant to Obtain Demand Increases
This whole paper has been formulated in terms of demand reductions, since the most frequent concern is about managing scarce energy production. But in a few occasions, and especially with renewable energies, we can have an overproduction and want to temporarily increase demand instead of decreasing it, as discussed in [15] .
For us, exchanging the roles of v and w in Propositions 1, 2, and 3, we obtain the maximum increase in consumption, as a proportion of the average non-consumption NP 
E. Possible Extensions
We discuss in this section some additional aspects that can be taken into account in future work.
1) Coping With Transmission Errors and Delays:
Our model ignores transmission issues, assuming that all appliances immediately receive the demand reduction broadcast message.
In practice, problems such as losses and delays can occur. Indeed, IoT protocols often involve some duty cycle constraints [16] , meaning that nodes cannot emit more than a given proportion of the time. Hence a node may have to wait before being allowed to forward a reduction request message. Also, those protocols [17] - [19] are subject to collisions, which incurs extra delays (due to retransmissions) or message losses.
Those aspects should be considered when applying our mechanisms. The difficulties may be easily manageable (e.g., by sending the reduction request a bit ahead of time to absorb all possible delays, and by implementing reliability-oriented protocols), but they should not be forgotten.
2) Combining More Than Two Batches, Allowing More Complex Appliance Behavior: Our schemes involve only one or two appliance batches to provide a reduction, and what we ask each appliance is extremely simple: "switch to OFF state at this specific instant then follow your normal behavior". One can imagine more complex schemes, combining more batches and/or involving more subtle behaviors of individual appliances. Nevertheless, this should make the analysis of those schemes more complex. Also, our schemes have the advantage of limiting the number of ON-OFF switches, which possibly involve some energy costs (ignored in our model).
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper investigates how a large number of temperaturemodifying appliances, when connected, offer new opportunities for demand flexibility. Based on a simple mathematical model, we quantify the ratio by which those appliances can reduce their aggregated consumption over a given period of time, while respecting individual temperature constraints.
In particular, we describe and analyze two mechanisms to coordinate appliances and offer significant power reductions. To implement such mechanisms, we rely on the communication capabilities of the Internet of Things: our mechanisms involve broadcasting a very short message to all appliances, which then need minimal computational effort to respond.
Future work can go in several directions. On the theoretical side, encompassing a variety of appliance types and the possible message losses or delays, as well as exploring more complex coordination schemes, are worth further investigation. On the practical side, the format of the messages to send can be specified, and on-field experiments carried out. Also, we can investigate the impact of relaxing some of our assumptions on appliance behavior. Finally, the economic side is not considered in this paper, but constitutes a major aspect of flexibility markets: our analysis quantifies the reduction an aggregator of appliances can offer, but appliance owners need to be sufficiently incentivized to contribute. The flexibility market structure (in particular, the level of competition) will also have a strong impact on the prices of reductions and the associated rewards for all participants, and ultimately, on the amounts of flexibility offered by those new means.
